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ABSTRACT

Innovetive techniques for overcoming barriers to public participation on the U.S. Department
of Energy's Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action (UMTRA) Project have led to improved
communications with stakeholders at project sites and improved communications within the
project. On the UMTRA Project, it's been shown that an effective public participation program
is an essential element to successful project implementation.

INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is cleaning up and stabilizing radioactive soil and ore
residue from 24 inactive uranium processing sites on the Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial
Action (UMTRA) Project. At all 24 sites, this cleanup involves ths consolidation, containment
and covering of mill tailings and other contaminated materials to contain radon emanations
and to keep contaminants from leaching into the groundwater. This cleanup was mandated
by Congress in the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978 (UMTRCA). The act
also requires DOE to provide opportunities for the public to participate in project activities.

In early 1993, the DOE adopted new guidelines strongly encouraging interactive public
participation. This guidance commits to providing the public with opportunities to participate
in the decision-making process for program planning, design and implementation. It enables
the public to participate in public policy decisions about matters that affect them. It also helps
the DOE make better decisions incorporating legal, technical, economic, and environmental
factors that address social values and concerns. Specific objectives of the new guidelines
include:

• soliciting the public's help in identifying EM-related problems and issues;
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• soliciting the public's involvement in identifying a full range of alternative approaches
for addressing problems and issues;

• increasing public understanding of the complex environment in which DOE operates;

• helping to clarify issues and approaches;

• coordinating, integrating and communicating information about EM public participation
activities;

• providing a range of EM public participation opportunities tailored for specific
stakeholders; and

• providing the public with timely feedback, fulfilling the letter and spirit of laws and
regulations.

Rooted in the conviction that an effective public participation program will enable citizens to
take part in policy decisions, the UMTRA Project's full adoption of the guidance can also help
DOE make better decisions, provide a means to build consensus and assist in building
credibility.

Because of its geographic diversity—24 UMTRA Project sites are scattered across 10 states
with four on or near Native American tribal lands—and the regulatory climate surrounding the
program's activities, the UMTRA Project is very involved with a wide range of publics in
project activities.

This emphasis to further open communications with the public parallels the climate of
corporate America, in which increases in productivity are often the result of workers and
management teaming together to solve problems. In a recent newspaper essay, U.S. Labor
Secretary Robert Reich contrasted the barriers between high-performance workplaces and
those facing layoffs and cutbacks. He pointed out that the necessary steps to make a high-
performance workplace all involve communication between management and line workers.
The same principles discussed by Secretary Reich can be applied to the public participation
process—there must be communication between project management and the public.

The new DOE guidelines have been embraced by public affairs staff from headquarters to the
field offices. However, barriers still exist that inhibit substantive public involvement. The
challenge for the UMTRA Project is to overcome these barriers to ensure that public
participation is an integral part of the way business is conducted.

Management by headlines, a lack of coordination, inadequate staffing, schedule delays and
a failure to listen may all be barriers to effective public participation. At the UMTRA Project,
there are essentially two barriers to full compliance—perceptions held by program
management that public participation is not effective or useful, and perceptions by the public
that their participation does not affect decision-making.

ELIMINATION OF BARRIERS

Any program dealing with the public has two basic elements—how to get information to the
public and how to get the public to provide input. While program management is aware that



it must get its message to the public, management must be convinced that public input can
be advantageous to project goals.

At the same time the new guidelines were adopted, the UMTRA Project was beginning an
ambitious schedule to conduct scoping for the project's ground water restoration Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement. Additional elements in the mix were external and internal
staff changes. The UMTRA Project undertook a carefully planned and executed public scoping
for the UbiTRA Project's groundwater PEIS to help ensure effective public participation and
demonstrate the usefulness of that input.

A PEIS core group was organized to study past public meetings and workshops. This core
group consisted of members of the project's public affairs department and technical staff.

This group decided the first step in the process was to open communication with project staff.
During this process, the core group learned that in some cases, the perceptions held by many
on the project came from first-hand meetings with citizens. These were public meetings that
pointed out weaknesses in the public communication approach used. These meetings may
have concentrated on technical presentations, there may have been ineffective
communication, or one or two vocal individuals may have dominated the meeting, causing
resentment and the appearance of controversy. Many project managers viewed public
participation as an "announce, decide and defend" process.

Prior to the beginning of the PEIS scoping process, this method was contrasted with a two-
way communication model to show that public participation, while not a magic pill that will
solve all the problems involved in the cleanup efforts, could improve the overall decision-
making process.

One of the first activities to show project management the advantages of a two-way
communications process was to demonstrate the importance of public participation and
specific aspects of the process. An overview of the lessons learned by other projects for
dealing with—and eliminating—adversarial situations was demonstrated.

The project's own success, the UMTRA Project case history at Falls City, Texas, was used
as a prime example of a successful ongoing public participation effort. At that site, a
systematic approach to public communications and public participation resulted in significant
improvement in a hostile public environment. It was shown that the close coordination
between the site management at Falls City, Texas, and the public affairs staff resulted in an
active media relations program and a responsive community relations program that led to
improved objectivity in news coverage and growing support from the local community.

Information from DOE sites at Hanford, Washington, and Idaho Falls, Idaho, also show the
usefulness of public participation and how it enhances the overall goals of the project.
Through all the UMTRA Groundwater PEIS scoping sessions, it was emphasized that public
participation is an interactive communication process that is still evolving and must be
considered early in Project planning.

The core group put its plan in action at two scoping meetings held in late 1992. At the
UMTRA Project, it was decided that the scoping process for the PEIS was to be a vehicle to
inform the public about the groundwater compliance phase of the project, and to involve the
public in the decision-making process. Scoping meetings were structured to be responsive



to public concerns and to the local cultural and political environments. The scoping process
was customized for each community to address special issues, preferences, situations and
even language differences. The technical experts and DOE officials all underwent extensive
communications training prior to the public meetings.

The actual meeting format was designed to eliminate barriers and any potential adversarial
situations. The meetings consisted of a presentation of the groundwater compliance phase
of the project in which four key messages were presented to the public. This included an
explanation of the PEIS and ways the public could participate in the PEIS. This general
session was followed by small group discussions led by technical specialists from the project.
These specialists focused on specific issues of hydrogeology, human health and the
environment, and the PEIS process. DOE officials answered questions and provided feedback
to members of the public.

The goal of the scoping was to provide an early opportunity for the participation by the public
and government agencies in developing the PEIS scope, identifying issues to be addressed,
and the proposed action and alternatives to be analyzed. The use of the small group
interaction as a participatory technique was emphasized throughout the scoping process.

Following these two meetings, the core group conducted a self assessment, tallied evaluation
forms compSeted by those attending the meetings and adjusted the course for the remainder
of the PEIS process. It was learned that the interactive process, when combined with
adequate preparation of agency speakers, created a responsive process with shared control.
The small group format humanized the project personnel for the public and resulted in a more
satisfying experience for both the project personnel and the public.

The second barrier to full public participation is both a policy issue and a perception problem.
While the public will provide input, the public is not entirely convinced that their concerns will
be addressed. This points to the need for a concerted effort to track and address public
comments, questions and concerns, and that this effort must be anticipated during the
planning stage.

Through the scoping meeting format, it was demonstrated that the activists and the public
citizens had equal access to the DOE and technical specialists. Because of the format, no one
person could dominate dialogue or discussion. The small group interaction eliminated
grandstanding, and project officials received an extra bonus—key bits of historical information,
which ultimately saved the project untold hours of research. Through the question and
answer session, confrontation was eliminated and citizens were able to ask follow-up
questions to clarify significant points of information.

Feedback was an important aspect addressed throughout the PEIS scoping. Oral and written
feedback was given by the public and recorded. In some cases, it raised questions about the
entire scoping process, procedures and decisions. It was also instrumental in helping the
Project office make decisions about communication tools, timing and locations for public
meetings.

The UMTRA Project also addresses citizen input by establishing task groups, advisory
committees and other grass roots advocates. At project sites, these groups are essential
information conduits for both the project and the communities. Most citizens in these groups
have concerns about the cleanup of the tailings sites in or near their communities. Others are



interested in overall environmental concerns, and a very small minority could be called
activists.

Through the entire process, the public affairs staff took on the role as management advisors
and public advocates, in the early stages, the emphasis was on research and spokesperson
training. Different roles were required of technical and public affairy staff to change from a
formal hearing environment to a full two-way public involvement process.

LESSONS LEARNED

The success the UMTRA Project has experienced in involving the public in the decision-making
process at two UMTRA Project sites was demonstrated throughout the scoping process. The
Project held 23 meetings at a variety of locations and received more than 500 individual
comments regarding the PEIS. Strategies used for public meetings that were developed for
the PEIS have been incorporated at subsequent public gatherings in UMTRA Project
communities.

The project has shared the lessons learned with other projects within the DOE community.
It was also the focus of a special Waste Management Education and Research Consortium
(WERC) training program presentation in the fall of 1993. This consortium broadcasts
environmental education courses and seminars to more than 10,000 professionals throughout
the United States.

Just recently, the techniques used for scoping were shared with the U.S. Department of
Transportation and tho City of Albuquerque's Clean Air Department. They used the
information as the basis for looking for new ways to address citizen concerns about clean air.

These examples show that the public participation process developed at the UMTRA Project
can be expanded and adapted for other projects where public participation is a necessary
ingredient for success.

The UMTRA Project is currently preparing plans for public hearings on the PEIS that will follow
a similar interactive format.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.


